SCHEME/ PROGRAMME FOR INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

1. Construction of Market Stalls for Un-employed Youths:

The objective of the Scheme is to assist un-employed tribal youths by way of construction of small business shed to encourage such un-employed tribal youths in the field of small business. The revised unit cost is Rs.85,000/- per business shed. The entire amount is provided by Tribal Welfare Department.

2. Extension of Low Tension Electrical Lines:

In Tripura a good number of tribal hamlets could not be covered by electricity due to constraint of fund. The hamlets inhabited by Primitive Group Tribe (Reang) in Tripura are situated in distant and inaccessible areas and it is very difficult to extend electric connection in those areas. Efforts are being made to cover all PTG inhabited colonies through solar power. In order to provide electricity and solar power in such hamlets under TSP areas, funds is provided under this scheme.

3. Construction of Community Hall and other Social Infrastructures:

The objective of the scheme is to extend safe drinking water as well as irrigation facilities, other social infrastructure like Community hall, Health dispensary etc. to the tribal people.